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'Radar' Recap: Stocks Soar Up to 86%
Jake Lynch
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BOSTON (TheStreet) -- TheStreet.com's "Under the Radar" series profiles small-cap companies from the belief that stocks that
aren't covered by investment-bank analysts may be overlooked and, therefore, present untapped value.
We picked eight stocks during week one of the series, which started May 19. Here are the companies and their returns since
recommendation. The benchmark S&P 500 Index has risen 13% during that period.
Pervasive Software(PVSW Quote): +6%.
Quality Systems(QSII Quote): +1%.
Pegasystems(PEGA Quote): +30%.
Tyler Technologies(TYL Quote): little-changed.
NVE Corp.(NVEC Quote): +35%.
Ebix(EBIX Quote): +86%.
Open Text(OTEX Quote): +19%.
Synaptics(SYNA Quote): -32%.
Several of those stocks posted outstanding returns over a short period. It's unreasonable to expect further dramatic gains. Our
most recent strategy recommendation, originally voiced in a Sept. 18 article, is to take profits on winning stocks and keep them
on your watch list.
Top-performing picks, such as Ebix, NVE and Pegasystems, are outstanding investments, but their stocks have been bid up to
excessive valuations. Locking in profits and buying back in at a cheaper price is a logical course of action.
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From the action-oriented investing ideas of Action Alerts PLUS by Jim
Cramer to the expert technical trading strategies of Helene Meisler's
Top Stocks, TheStreet.com offers a range of premium services to help boost
your portfolio's performance. View now.

Get an edge on the market with the help of free email newsletters like Jim
Cramer's Daily Booyah!. Learn about the day's major market events,
companies that sizzled or fizzled and lots more that can help you make more
profitable investing decisions. Sign up.

EXPERT ADVISORS ALERTS DELIVERED TO YOUR
INBOX
Action Alerts PLUS: Cramer's personal portfolio, emails before he acts.
RealMoney: 70+ experts share their top investing ideas and analysis.
Stocks Under $10: Alerts identify undervalued stocks with profit potential.
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